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Abstract—A software-tunable digital non-Foster fast-wave
transmission line is presented, using an Internet of Things
approach to implement tuning and signal monitoring. Such nonFoster fast-wave lines offer greater bandwidth than conventional
passive designs, and a digital non-Foster approach is proposed
to provide a software-adjustable implementation of the required
negative capacitors. Further, an IoT (Internet-of-Things) approach is employed, where multiple non-Foster circuit elements
are controlled over Ethernet by a laptop graphical user interface,
including remote signal monitoring. This IoT approach has
the advantage of being readily extended to accommodate more
devices or multidimensional arrays. Measured data is presented
for an IoT-based prototype of a superluminal digital non-Foster
fast-wave line with software-tunable negative capacitance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fast-wave transmission lines support superluminal propagation and have important applications in leaky wave antennas [1] and cloaking [2]. Although conventional passive implementations of fast-wave lines have limited bandwidth, the
bandwidth can be improved by using non-Foster circuits such
as negative capacitors [3] More recently, software-adjustable
fast-wave lines have been realized using digital non-Foster
circuits to implement negative capacitance, where a onedimensional array of these digital circuits are tuned in software [4], [5]. However, prior work has not addressed development of a complete system, where an array of multiple digital
non-Foster elements are controlled within an IoT (Internetof-Things) framework. Furthermore, the demonstration of an
IoT-controlled one-dimensional digital non-Foster array is an
important first step toward more complex systems, such as
IoT-controlled two-dimensional arrays to support mantle-cloak
applications [2], and other similar systems requiring multiple
tunable reactive elements [4], [6]–[8].
Therefore, the present effort extends prior results by adding
an Ethernet interface to digital non-Foster circuits, to provide
remote control capability, to take advantage of innate softwaretunability, and to add remote signal monitoring. Furthermore, a
laptop-based GUI (graphical user interface) controller/monitor
is developed, providing a complete client-server based system
within an IoT-based framework.
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In [4], digital non-Foster circuits were used to provide
an array of three user-programmable reactive loads for a
fast-wave line, but each of the digital circuits had to be
programmed individually. Because these elements are digitally
implemented, they lend themselves naturally to Internet-based
control. As described in [9], the Internet of Things includes
devices that “can be controlled remotely and can act as
physical access points to Internet services.” Such Internetbased control has been used in similar systems such as antenna
clusters [10], [11]. Therefore, the present work builds upon
earlier digital non-Foster fast-wave results by incorporating an
IoT approach to demonstrate control, tuning, and monitoring
of a three-element digital non-Foster fast-wave line. In the
proposed approach, a laptop-based GUI provides client-server
based control of a fast-wave line within an IoT framework,
where each digital non-Foster element has a unique local
Ethernet address and interface.
In the following section, the theory of digital non-Foster
circuits is reviewed, and the digital non-Foster fast-wave line
is described in detail. In Section II-B, the IoT interface for
control and tuning is described. Finally, Section III provides
measured data for a 3-element prototype IoT-controlled fastwave line.
II. I OT-BASED D IGITAL N ON -F OSTER FAST L INE
The block diagram of the overall proposed IoT-controlled
fast-wave line system is shown in Fig. 1. For purposes of
demonstration, a router and local Ethernet network provides
communication between a laptop server and three FRDMK64F MCU (microcontroller unit) boards. The MCU boards
implement the three client-side tunable digital negative capacitors illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1. These three negative
capacitances load 91.5 meters of RG-147 coaxial line, forming
a fast-wave line [3], [4]. The following subsection first reviews
design of the fast-wave line and digital non-Foster elements;
the subsequent subsection addresses IoT aspects of the design.

Fig. 1. Digital non-Foster fast-wave line system block diagram, including
loaded transmission line. Each variable capacitor is an MCU implementation
of a digital non-Foster software-adjustable negative capacitor.

A. Digital Non-Foster Fast-Wave Line
As presented in [4], [5], the general form of a digital nonFoster circuit element for the fast-wave line negative capacitors
is shown in Fig. 2. The digital non-Foster circuit element
is shown in the dashed box, where voltage vin is digitized
by the ADC (analog-to-digital converter) with period T to
form discrete-time signal vin [n] = vin (nT ). The filter with
z-transform H(z) generates the DAC (digital-to-analog converter) drive signal. Also shown are provision to model latency
(due to computation and conversion time) and two external
resistors to improve capacitor quality factor and stability.
For the negative capacitance needed in Fig. 1, the required
difference equation is given by [12]
Rdac C)
Rdac C
vin [n] +
vin [n 1] , (1)
T
T
where T is the clock period, Rdac is the value of the resistor
connected between the ADC input and DAC output pins, and
C is the desired capacitance value (positive or negative). The
corresponding transfer function is then:
vdac [n] =

(T

H(z) = [(T

Rdac C)z + Rdac C]/(T z) .

(2)

Fig. 3. Laptop server-side GUI showing a snapshot of time domain signal
from ADC of one MCU, with the three sliders used to adjust the capacitance
values of the three MCUs shown at the top.

The input impedance of the digital non-Foster circuit element looking into the dashed box of Fig. 2 is then [12]
Z(s) ⇡
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Finally, two external resistors Rser and Rpar were added
for Q-enhancement and stability, as shown in Fig. 2, which
results in a total impedance
Ztot (s) = Rser + Rpar ||Z(s)

(4)

where Rser is the value of the external series resistor, and
Rpar is the value of the external parallel resistor, as shown in
Fig. 2.
Though much of the foregoing theory is found in [4], [5], the
following subsection discusses the important novel extension
of prior results to include client-server Ethernet-based tuning,
monitoring, and control using an IoT framework.
B. IoT Control and Interface

Fig. 2. Block diagram of digital non-Foster negative capacitors for use in
the fast-wave line [4], [5]. The ADC digitizes vin (t), and the output of filter
H(z) drives the DAC, creating current iin through Rdac , with latency ⌧ .

System control was provided via a NetBeans GUI running
on a laptop, illustrated in Fig. 3. The GUI consisted of three
sliders, each of which controlled the capacitance value for one
of the three MCU boards. The possible inputs for each slider
ranged from 10 nF to 0 nF in increments of 0.1 nF. Each of
the three MCUs was implemented as a client, and the laptop,
communicating via Ethernet, was used as the server. Finally,
a display area at the bottom of the GUI provides monitoring
of the fast-wave line signal by displaying 200 points of the
sampled ADC signal from the MCU board.
Fig. 4 shows the system software flowchart governing the
interactions between the laptop server-side GUI activities and
the client-side activities on each MCU. On the client side, the
first step in the process is to initialize the Ethernet connection
between the GUI and the three MCUs. The next step is for
each MCU client to send a request to the laptop server to

Fig. 4. System software flowchart. Left side is MCU client software flowchart
for software implemented for each MCU (green for client-side activities on the
MCU). Right side is laptop server flowchart (blue for the server-side activities
on the laptop).

obtain the user-entered capacitance values from the laptop
server/GUI. The remaining MCU client steps read the ADC,
compute the filtering process H(z), and set the DAC output to
implement the desired negative capacitance on the board using
(1). Finally, a loop count of 108 is used to interrupt MCU client
processing approximately once every 100 seconds to request
an updated C value from the server.
On the laptop server side, the first step in Fig. 4 is to accept
and store the user input capacitance values from the three
sliders, then wait for a request from any MCU client. Upon
receipt of a request, the server first identifies the particular
MCU based on Ethernet address of the incoming request. It
then uses that address to send the appropriate capacitance
value to the corresponding MCU board.
III. M EASUREMENT
A prototype of the overall system of Fig. 1 was built and
tested as illustrated in Fig. 5. The laptop at the top of the figure
acts as the server on the local network of the router, and runs
the server GUI of Fig. 3. The server communicates with the
three MCU boards over the local network through the Ethernet
router. The three MCUs are also connected to the 91.5 m
of transmission line at the bottom of Fig. 5, at the distance

Fig. 5. Measured prototype configuration: fast wave line with IoT-based
digital non-Foster loading.

Fig. 6. Three cases of measured S21 phase for fast wave line with Internetconnected digital non-Foster loads programmed to 4 nF, 6 nF, and 8 nF.
Also shown are the phase plots for the unloaded line (dashed cyan) and for
a signal traveling at the speed of light in a vacuum (dashed green).

intervals given in Fig. 1. For the following, the parameters used
to program the MCU according to (1) were set to T = 1 µs,
Rdac = 1000 ⌦, Rser = 50 ⌦ and Rpar = 4700 ⌦.
The phase of the fast-wave line was measured first, since the
phase indicates whether the desired superluminal behavior is
achieved. In addition, all three capacitors loading the fast-wave
transmission line were simultaneously set to 4 nF, 6 nF, and
8 nF to demonstrate control over Ethernet. Fig. 6 shows the
phase of S-parameter S21 measured between Port 1 and Port 2
of Fig. 1, for 4 nF, 6 nF, and 8 nF tuning. Also shown are
the phase plots for the unloaded line (dashed cyan) and for a
theoretical transmission line having the phase velocity of light
in a vacuum (dashed green). The trend of increasingly negative
loading capacitance has the desired effect of reducing the
magnitude of the phase of S21 . Superluminal phase velocity is
clearly observed (phase above the “light line”) for two of the
three measurements ( 6 nF and 8 nF), with superluminal
effects decreasing near 100 kHz for all cases.
Fig. 7 shows the corresponding magnitude of S-parameters
S11 and S21 measured between Port 1 and Port 2 of Fig. 1,

Fig. 7. Three cases of measured |S11 | and |S21 | for fast wave line with
Internet-connected digital non-Foster loads programmed to 4 nF, 6 nF,
and 8 nF.

Fig. 8. Measured and theoretical input impedance Ztot for a single non-Foster
circuit element, for the case where C = 8 nF, T = 1 µs, Rdac = 1000 ⌦,
Rs = 50 ⌦, and Rp = 4700 ⌦. Also shown, in dashed black, is the reactance
of an ideal capacitor.

again for 4 nF, 6 nF, and 8 nF. As shown, a peak in |S11 |
and |S21 | is observed for all loading values around 125 kHz,
qualitatively similar to results in [3]–[5]. Gain caused by the
negative resistance (later shown in Fig. 8) is observed in the
system at frequencies near this peak.
Finally, the performance of each of the three digital nonFoster circuits was measured. Each of three MCUs was programmed as discussed, with the client side protocol outlined
in Fig. 4. The measured input impedance Ztot to a single nonFoster circuit element of Fig. 2 programmed to a capacitance
of 8 nF, including external stabilizing resistors Rser and
Rpar , is shown in Fig. 8. As shown, both the real and
the imaginary parts of the impedance match the theoretical
results from (4) very well across the measured spectrum.
The imaginary part of the impedance matches the impedance
of an ideal negative 8 nF capacitor below approximately
50 kHz. The measured and theoretical magnitude of Q-factor,
Q = |Im{Z}/Re{Z}|, of a single non-Foster circuit element
of Fig. 2 programmed to a capacitance of 8 nF is shown
in Fig. 9. This figure also shows the effect of the stabilizing
resistors on the quality factor of the implemented capacitance.
Because the real part of the impedance is largely negative at
low frequencies (as shown in Fig. 8), the externally added
positive resistance has the effect of increasing the Q-factor
and improving performance of the fast-wave line. The Q-factor
for the case including the external resistors is above 2 up to
approximately 50 kHz.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Three stable software-tunable digital negative capacitors
have been implemented in a fast-wave transmission line.
Superluminal phase velocity, with tunability provided over
Ethernet, has been demonstrated. The measured data are in
agreement with prior results in [4], [13], [14], but with
the new added advantage of Ethernet connectivity, which
allows the phase velocity of the loaded transmission line to
be dynamically reprogrammed remotely, and allows simple
expansion for systems or arrays that may include more devices.

Fig. 9. Measured and theoretical Q-factor for a single digital non-Foster
circuit without external loading resistors, shown in solid blue and dashed
green, and with external resistors, shown in solid red and dashed purple.

Since the non-Foster approach is a digital implementation,
the circuit performance should also be readily scalable to
higher clock frequencies in more advanced processes. This
could enable new non-Foster applications requiring numerous
elements such as superluminal lines for antenna arrays, unit
cells, two-dimensional mantle cloaks, and unit cells in threedimensional metamaterials. In addition, the tunable aspects
of the proposed digital design allow variation of parameters
through such arrays.
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